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Technology, Hardware and Content 

Conference & Exhibition

Each year, China Hi-Tech Fair (CHTF) is co-

hosted in Shenzhen by the Ministries of  

Communication of  the national government 

and Shenzhen Municipal People’s Government.  

Until now, 19 CHTFs have been successfully 

staged.  For each CHTF, the total exhibition 

area exceeded 100,000㎡, more than 3,000 

exhibitors from more than 50 countries come 

to exhibit their products and technology.  Each 

year over 500,000 professional attended the 

fair.  Currently, it is the largest and the most 

influential scientific and technological fair in 

China and is renowned as “the No.1 

Technology Show in China and the world”. 

The Technology, Hardware and 

Content Conference and 

Exhibition at the China Hi-Tech 

Fair

This is the first time such conference and 

exhibition is staged within the China Hi-Tech 

Fair.   

China will become the world’s largest 

consumers and providers of  digital content and 

hardware.  China is also in the fore front of  

technology innovation, from AI (Artificial 

Intelligence), 5G and fintech (mobile payment 

gateway), etc..  The China Hi-Tech Fair provide 

companies in the digital media industry an 

opportunity to get involved in the development 

and creation of  this upcoming market.  

The SilkRoad CG-CGGE conference and 

exhibition will explore the relationship between 

technology, hardware and content, and how 

they support and promote each other.  The 

conference will include technology and software 

providers, hardware manufacturers and 

content creators.   Technology provides the 

foundation and infrastructure for hardware to 

realize the creation and delivery of  content, 

with software to help producing the content.



SilkRoad CG 
As a national and professional digital visual 

integrated services provider, SilkRoad CG is 

specializing in CG applications, taking creative as 

the core, market demand as guide, the company 

mainly uses computer graphics technology to 

produce visual design and creation. 

Established in 2000, the company combines 

technology and art, relying on long-term 

accumulation of  technical strength and forward-

looking creative design capabilities, providing 

customers a wide variety of  integrated visual 

services from architecture, design, exhibition hall, 

advertising, animation, games, movies, sports and 

entertainment events and other industries, with 

tactic, dynamic, 

and system integration digital visual services. 

Silkroad Philosophy

Attitude, Innovation, Happy and Share.

Contact Us :

Email

Sophia@cgge.media

Website:

www.cgge.media

www.awnchina.cn

www.silkroadcg.com

CG Global Entertainment Limited

CG Global Entertainment Ltd.
CG Global 

Entertainment Ltd 

(CGGE) is a company 

registered in Hong Kong 

with global perspective 

on the digital media 

industry and technology.   

CGGE’s business covers 

media platform 

(www.awnchina.cn), 

Global Digital Media 

Directory (China Edition 

), magazines publishing   

(Animation World 

Magazine - Annecy 

Edition), animation 

production, conferences 

and exhibitions, 

distribution and project 

financing.

CGGE has its 

headquarters in Hong 

Kong and offices in 

China and the United 

States.
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